Specific interaction of isocytosine and amino acid carboxylic group shifts the base tautomeric equilibrium.
By 1H NMR, UV and IR spectroscopies in anhydrous DMSO and quantum-chemical calculations by MNDO/H in vacuum specific interactions of isocytosine with neutral and deprotonated carboxylic groups of amino acids were investigated. In vacuum interaction with carboxylate ion provokes in isoCyt transition from the ground-state enolic form to the high energy N3H-keto tautomer. In DMSO keto tautomer N3H of isoCyt is stabilized but interactions with carboxylate ion essentially shifts equilibrium to enolic form. Neutral carboxylic group forms the most stable complex with the ground-state enolic tautomer in vacuum but in DMSO it proves to shift the keto(N3H)-enolic equilibrium to the right.